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I. Why this project? 

As a follow-up to the King Hassan II Great World Water Prize, which was awarded to the 
former OECD Secretary-General Angel Gurria in 2018, the OECD launched a Roundtable of 
African Mayors for Water Security—a forum to share best practices and guide policy actions 
on the road to the 9th World Water Forum to be held in Dakar in March 2022. According to 
the data collected by the OECD, mayors and local leaders are currently at the forefront of 
dealing with local water problems—either too much, too little, or too dirty. Additional data 
revealed that more than two-thirds of residents of Africa's largest cities are below the age of 30 
(youth). The way these cities and urban agglomerations look in the future depends on the ability 
of youth to shape urban development with their ideas and vision. 

Let's Talk About Water (LTAW) proposes to further the legacy of the OECD endeavor by 
encouraging the mayors from the 36 African cities identified in the regional survey to make 
short films capturing unique narratives about water in their respective communities and to reach 
a wider audience by: a) participating in a short film competition hosted by the Global Institute 
for Water Security (GIWS) at the University of Saskatchewan; and b) presenting at the annual 
New York African Film Festival hosted by African Film Festival Inc. (AFF). This initiative, 
Mayors Make Movies, would provide leverage for the mayors to tell their stories and open 
international collaboration to create science-based solutions, water science literacy, and 
knowledge mobilization. 

Short films have the ability to reach a larger and more diverse audience, including youth, and 
initiate engagement and stimulate innovative thinking on issues such as water. Short films can 
also be both entertaining and educational and can complement the OECD's reports on water 
governance that primarily target decision makers and managers. 
 
II. Where do they live? 

Physical characteristics of each location, as well as history, agriculture, and industry are key 
components to creating the short films. The goal of this project is to capture these unique 
stories that embody the breadth and diversity of each place they represent and bring collective 
awareness to the water issues communities face. 
 
III. How can it be done? 

LTAW and GIWS will send a formal letter to each mayor explaining this initiative and 
encouraging them to create and submit short films (2-5 minutes long) depicting their local 
water stories—not by lecturing on camera but rather filming on location and highlighting 
urban and rural issues. 

We are piloting this initiative by producing 2 short films in partnership with the Yennenga 
Film Centre in Dakar, Senegal. The films have two cities as their focal point: Dakar, the host 
city of the World Water Forum 2022 and Banjul, a smaller city. The pilot will connect young 
filmmakers from the Centre with the Mayor’s office. The short films will then be showcased 
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at the World Water Forum 2022 and the New York African Film Fesitval 2022, to prompt 
more mayors to take up the initiative where LTAW and AFF will act as mediators and 
facilitators between filmmakers, mayors and other resources to produce short films. Our goal 
is to have a constellation of short films from across the diverse biomes of the African 
continent and initiate a conversation about water. 

Thereafter, the films will also take part in water film competitions hosted by LTAW and 
GIWS. There will be a call for entries posted at the end of August 2022 explaining who is 
eligible, goals and objectives, what support will be provided, and possible prizes for the 
winning films. 

GIWS – which has previously hosted two successful LTAW competitions – will host this 
initiative, provide a digital platform for communicating with mayors' offices to guide 
production, and select the films to be shown in Dakar. There will be five film exhibition 
venues: i) a GIWS booth at the World Water Forum with continuous viewing availability; ii) 
a potential film exhibition at the mayors' roundtable hosted by the OECD; iii) a potential 
screening venue in the Dakar city center for the local population; iv) and internationally at the 
American Geophysical Union conference and the EU Geophysical Union conference. GIWS 
is also willing to provide technical support from its Media Production Department.  
 

We would like to ask the OECD for guidance on contacting the mayors' offices that took 
part in the regional survey on water governance to help initiate this project, if 
acceptable. 
 

IV. What will be provided for the mayors? 

With assitance from the OECD, the mayors and filmmakers will be provided with a grant of 
up to $10,000 to cover production costs of the films. sThe University of Saskatchewan will 
offer a virtual Shoot a Short workshop for the mayors and their teams in September 2021 
explaining how a smart phone can be used to create a short film (including pre-production, 
production, post-production). The workshop will also offer tips for good narrative storytelling 
and provide guidance on how to incorporate science and to make production fun. 

Additionally, the Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science and 
the Internet of Water will offer support to the water decision makers (mayors) who have 
submitted a short film (based on the storyline of the film) by developing an affordable, open 
source resource for sharing and integrating water data in African cities. Such resource has the 
ability to improve equitable and resilient water outcomes, inform policy and water 
management. 

Although working with African water data communities at the local level can be challenging, 
it is necessary in order to improve decision making. Mayors Make Movies is a great partner 
program to help facilitate these relationships and ensure that all stakeholders are heard. Please 
see Annex I for a complete list of host institutions. 
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Note from Linda Lilienfeld, Founder and Director, Let's Talk About Water 

Of course, this is a challenging undertaking, but I believe in the power of film to 
communicate water issues in an attempt to solve them. We are in an age of the image, so let's 
use it to our advantage. Mayors Make Movies will help thousands of people understand the 
importance of water and water data to manage our precious water resources. Budget, 
production schedules, and further content details can be provided upon request. The 
approvals from the UCLG and the IRD are under consideration at this time. 

Thank you for your attention. All comments are welcomed! 

Warmest regards, 
Linda Lilienfeld 

Director and Founder, Let 's Talk About Water 
Email: linda.lilienfeld@gmail.com 
Cell: +1 (202) 379-6218 
Official Website: Letstalkaboutwater.ca 
Original Website: letstalkaboutwater.com 
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Annex I. List of Host Institutions 

1. LTAW  Let’s Talk About Water 

2. GIWS  Global Institute for Water Security at the 
University of Saskatchewan 

3. CUAHSI  Consortium of Universities for the 
Advancement of Hydrologic Science 

4. IRD  National Research Institute for Sustainable 
Development 

5. OECD  Organization for Economic Co‐operation and 
Development 

6. UCLG‐Africa  United Cities and Local Governments of Africa 

7. IOW  Internet of Water 

8. African Film Festival Inc.   

9. TU Delft African Water Corridor   

10. PVI  Peripheral Vision International 

11. The Groundwater Project   

12. Dutch Wavemakers United   

13. WMO  World Metereological Organization 
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OECD Africa Survey, List of Countries 

 

 

   

Countries  Cities 

Benin  Cotonou 

Burkina Faso  Barna 

Burkina Faso  Bobo Dioulasso 

Cameroon  Bangangte 

Central African Republic  Bangui 

Congo Republic  Brazzaville 

Ghana  Accra 

Ivory Coast  Cocody 

Ivory Coast  Abidjan 

Liberia  Monrovia 

Madagascar  Antananarivo 

Mauritania  Dionaba 

Mauritania  Rosso 

Mauritania  Nouakchott 

Morocco  Chefchaouen 

Morocco  El Hoceima 

Morocco  Tetouan 

Morocco  Meknes 

Morocco  Marrakech 

Morocco  Tangier 

Morocco  Fes 

Morocco  Rabat 

Mozambique  Maputo 

Niger  Kanembakache 

Nigeria  Abuja 

Senegal  Mbour 

Senegal  Saint Louis 

Senegal  Thies 

Senegal  Dakar 

South Africa  Cape Town 

The Gambia  Banjul 

Togo  Vogan 

Togo  Golf 3 

Togo  Lomé 

Uganda  Kampala 

Zambia  Lusaka 
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Map of Africa with Cities Identified in Survey 

 


